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University of Technology
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Subject: Auto. Structure Design
Exam Time: 3 Hours

Final Exam (2nd Attempt), 4th Year
Date: 2/9/2009

Answer FOUR Questions Only

Q1 An automobile of mass 1550 kg has the following data:

m
(kg)

h
mm

df
(m)

dr
(m)

r
mm

If
kg.m2

Ir
kg.m2s_maxµ

15504801.21.33002.752.550.72

1Figure

This vehicle has a power assists

brake’s system with the performance

chart shown in Figure 1. The vehicle

uses disc brakes on front wheels and

drum brakes on rear wheels. Design

this brake based on application of

force of 445N on brake’s pedal and

determine the followings:

1- The friction torques due to braking on the front and the rear wheels

2- The dimensions of parts of front brakes. Use µdisc=0.45, β=42 .

Q2 Discuss the steps required for the design stages from concept to final design of the

automobile body styling process.

Q3 List the major individual components comprising the body shell of the vehicle and

describe three of them in details.

Q4 The mass of the automobile, shown in

Figure 2, is 1600 kg, and the radius of

gyration about the center of mass G is

1.4m. The springs stiffness ratio of the

front to rear springs is kf / kr=1.45. If the

natural frequency is limited to 1.1 Hz.

Determine the spring stiffness of the

front and rear springs

Figure 2
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Q5 A vehicle weighing 1650kg has a coefficient of rolling resistance of 0.012. This

vehicle is to have a maximum road speed of 180 km/h. If the engine develops its

peak power at 4700 rpm, the effective road wheel diameter is 410 mm and the

overall mechanical efficiency of 75%. Assume the steepest gradient to be

encountered is a one in five. Use four speed manual gear box and determine the

following:

1- The intermediate gearbox ratios

2- The number of teeth for the gears in the first gear ratio using a module of 6mm

Figure 3

Good Luck
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Answer Four Questions Only
Q1 A vehicle of mass 1520 kg has the following data:

m
(kg)

h
mm

df
(m)

dr
(m)

r
mm

If
kg.m2

Ir
kg.m2s_maxµ

15205601.31.443202.332.10.77
This vehicle has a power assists brake system which has a performance chart shown in
Figure 1. The vehicle uses drum brakes on all wheels. Design the brakes based on
application of force of 445N on brake’s pedal. The brake is actuated by a mechanism
that exerts the same force F on each shoe, as shown in Figure 1. The lining has a
coefficient of friction of 0.35 and a pressure limitation of 950 kPa. If the power
assisting is failed what is the stopping distance if the vehicle speed is 80 km/h.

Figure 1
Q2 For the differential gear shown in Figure 2. The pinion A on the propeller shaft has 15

teeth and gears with the crown gear B which has 57 teeth, the number of teeth for gears
zE = 12, and zC=zD=16. The shafts P and Q form the rear axles to which the road wheels
are attached. If the propeller shaft rotates at 950 r.p.m., find the speed of road wheel
attached to axle P, for the following cases:

(a) If, while the vehicle taking a turn, the road wheel
attached to axle Q has a speed of 200 r.p.m.

(b) If the car is traveling in a straight line on a good
road surface?

(c) Suppose the left wheel is jacked up and the right
wheel resting on a good road surface. What is the
speed of the left wheel?

Q3 An automobile of mass 1500 kg has a radius of gyration about the center of mass G of
1.4m. The springs stiffness ratio of the front springs to rear springs is kf / kr=1.15 and
lf=1.35m and lr=1.2m. If the natural frequency of bounce is limited to 1.1 Hz,
determine the natural frequency of pitch and the amplitude ratios of oscillations. Also
find the stiffness ratio kf / kr that can be used to ensure that the amplitude ratio l01=-lf ?
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Q4 An Automobile of mass 1250 kg has a coefficient of rolling resistance of 0.012. The
engine performance of this vehicle is shown in Figure 3. This vehicle is to have a
maximum road speed of 230 km/h. The effective road wheel diameter is 0.45m and the
overall mechanical efficiency is 95%.
Assume the steepest gradient to be
encountered is a one in four. And
NL=3000 rpm and NH=5000 rpm. Use
five speed manual gear box and
determine the following:

1- The intermediate gearbox ratios
2- The number of teeth for the

gears in the first gear ratio using
a module of 4 mm for all gears.

3- Determine the widths of gears
1&2 in the first gearing ratio if
the pressure angle for all gears is
20. Use allowable stresses of
155 MPa.

Figure 3

Q5 For the Hooke’s joint shown in the Figure 4, the size of pins of the connecting cross
is 12 mm. Knowing that the allowable bearing stress is 35 MPa, the allowable
tensile stress is 150 MPa, and an allowable shear stress of 75 MPa. Determine the
maximum torque transmitted on shaft S1 and shaft S2. Also find the distance a if the
shaft has the same mechanical properties as that of the connecting cross.

Figure 4
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Good Luck

Number of Teeth 16 18 20 24 28 34 38 43 50 60
Lewis Form Factor Y 0.296 0.309 0.322 0.337 0.353 0.371 0.384 0.397 0.409 0.422
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Answer Four Questions Only
Q1 A vehicle of mass 1785kg with the following specifications:

m
(kg)

h
mm

df
(m)

dr
(m)

r
mm

If
kg.m2

Ir
kg.m2s_maxµ

17856501.31.43902.752.60.72
This vehicle has a power assists brake system which has a performance chart shown in
Figure 1, and uses disc brakes on all wheels. Design the brakes based on application of
force of 445N on brake’s pedal. The disc’s lining has a coefficient of friction of 0.45
and a pressure limitation of 950 kPa. Use β=42, ro=30 cm and ri=21cm for the all
brake’s disc.

Figure 1

Q2 The tooth numbers for the automotive differential, shown in Figure 2, are N2 = 18,
N3=56, N4 = 12, N5=N6 = 16. The drive shaft turns at 1200 rev/min. Determine the
followings:

(a) What are the wheels speed if the car is traveling

in a straight line on a good road surface?

(b) Suppose the right wheel is jacked up and the left

wheel resting on a good road surface. What is

the speed of the right wheel?

(c) What is the final drive gear ratio?

Figure 2

Q3 Discuss how to reduce the drag resistance by modifying the automobile body profile.
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Q4 An Automobile of mass 1435 kg has a coefficient of rolling resistance of 0.012. The
engine performance chart of this vehicle is shown in Figure 3. This vehicle is to have a
maximum road speed of 180 km/h. The effective road wheel diameter is 0.35m and the
overall mechanical efficiency is
85%. Assume the steepest gradient
to be encountered is a one in five.
Use four speed manual gear box
and determine the following:

1- The intermediate gearbox
ratios

2- The number of teeth for the
gears in the first gear ratio
using a module of 4 mm for
all gears.

F
Figure 3

Q5 A Four speed manual gearbox, shown in Figure 4, transmits a power of 224 kW at a
speed of 4400 rpm to the input shaft shown in the same figure. The gearing ratios
are: 4.2, 2.71, 1.55 and 1, respectively. Use a module of 4 mm and determine the
following:

1- The number of teeth for all gears.

2- The widths of gears number 5 & 6 using allowable stresses of 270 MPa..

Figure 4

Good Luck

Number of Teeth 16 18 20 24 28 34 38 43 50 60
Lewis Form Factor Y 0.296 0.309 0.322 0.337 0.353 0.371 0.384 0.397 0.409 0.422
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Figure 3
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Answer FOUR Questions Only

Q1 A vehicle of mass 1350 kg has the following data:

m
(kg)

h
mm

df
(m)

dr
(m)

r
mm

If
kg.m2

Ir
kg.m2s_maxµ

13504651.451.553102.552.150.65

1Figure

Figure 1 shows the performance

chart of power assists brake

system. Design this brake based

on application of force of 445N

on brake’s pedal. The vehicle

uses disc brakes on front and

rear wheels. Use µ=0.45, β=42,

ro=16 cm and ri=12cm for the

brake’s disc.

Q2 As a vehicle moves forward the motion of the air around it gives rise to pressures

that vary over the entire body

surface as shown in Figure 2.

Referring to this figure, discuss

how to reduce the drag resistance

by modifying the automobile body

profile. Figure 2

Q3 A vehicle, shown in Figure 3, has a mass of

1250 kg, and the radius of gyration about the

center of mass G is 1.15m. The spring stiffness

are 15 kN/m for each of the two front springs

and 11 kN/m for each of the two rear springs.

Determine the natural frequency and mode

shapes of the vehicle.
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Q4 A vehicle has engine performance shown in Figure 4, the vehicle weighing 3300kg

and has a coefficient of rolling resistance of 0.012. This vehicle is to have a

maximum road speed of 150 km/h. The effective road wheel diameter is 0.45m and

the overall mechanical efficiency of 75%. Assume the steepest gradient to be

encountered is a one in five. Use six speed manual gear box and determine the

following:

1- The intermediate gearbox ratios

2- The number of teeth for the

gears in the third gear ratio

using a module of 8mm.

Figure 4

Q5 For the Hooke’s joint shown in the Figure 5, The size of pins of the connecting cross

is 12 mm. Knowing that the allowable bearing stress is 19 MPa, the allowable

tensile stress is 110 MPa, and an allowable shear stress of 75 MPa. Determine the

maximum torque transmitted on shaft S1 and shaft S2.

Figure 5

Good Luck
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